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X distance from point of mixing along jpt axis (inches)
F radial distance from jet axis (inches)
a radius of Jet at mixing point (inches)
r redius of outer boundary of ^et (inches)
r. radius of inner boundary of mixing region (lnchc»s)
V-j^ velocity of jet leaving nozzle (ft./ scCo)
V2 velocity of fluid in annulua (stream)' (ft./ seCc)
V excess velocity on jst axis over sti^ifrfeiu velocity (ft./seC")
V velocity at any point In 3" pip-^ (ft./ sec.)
C Hydrogen concentration at nny point in 3" plp*? {%)











The object of thl^ investigation was to
experimentally determine the manner and rate of mixing
along the boundaries of two turbulent parallel flow streams,
and to compare the experimental values of the inner and outer
jet boundaries with theoretical deductions.
B. • Method
A ten percent mixture of hydrogen in air was
injected co-axially into a three inch tube in which the
velocity was 0.415 times that in the hydrogen mixture.
At various points downstream from the point of njixing,
traverses were made, and samples of mixture drawn off at
Intervals of 0.1 inch across the three inch tube. Hydrogen
concentrations of each sample were measured by means of ^
calibrated thermo-conductivity cell. Velocities were





The principal results are shown as curves in
Figures 8 to 24. These results are then compared to the
only theoretical results available, those of Squire end

Trouncer (3) .
D . Conc lusions a nd F ecoaaneadstioriS
1) The method used in this !nve3tir,9t Ion ves
acc/Jtrate find repjld.
2) The thei'mc-conductivlty cell offers an
accarste means of in-^ssuring sniall concentr.Rtlons of one
gas .ln another where there js an appreclble difference
between the thermal ccnducti vlties of tha two gases.
3) For the conditions of this experiment, inlx'ng
was almost complete by the time the mixture had reached
a distance of oT diameters of the small tube from the point
of mixing.
'0 For .Elections near the point of mixing, and
if wall effects are not present, velocity and concentration
profiles are similar if plotted en a dimensionless basis.
5) For the conditions of thJs experiment, for
A = 0. ''II 5, the outer boundary of the mixing region is a
straight line of slope ^O-- '+4',
6) Mixing along both outer and inner boundaries
of the mixing region is extremely rapid until a distance
of 22 diameters from the point of mixing is reached. From
22 diameters downstream, mixing is slower, and almost at
a constant rate for all radii.
7) It is recommended that the experiment be
repeated for various values of the velocity ratio, A
, and




Turbulent, or eddy diffusion, Is the process of
mixing by vhlch mass transfer is effected In a turbulent
fluid stream. Towle and Sherwood (?) have defined the
eddy conductivity coefficient in a turbulent alrstream
at points greater than fifty diameters from the point
of mixing. Little experimental work se.ems to have been
undertaken, however, to determine the rate or method of
mixing at points close to the mixing junction of two
turbulent streams. Squire and Trouncer (3). have
investigated, theoretically, the flow in a round jet
issuing from an orifice in 'the same direction as a general
external stream, and a comparison between their theoretical
jet boundaries and the boundaries obtained experimentally
by this work is given. The authors, also, attempted to
determine the velocity and mass transfer profiles at
various points near the point of mixing of two turbulent
streams, and to compare these profiles in a qualitative
and quantitative manner.
Oelheim end Thacher (l) demonstrated the practicality
of using two thermc-conductivity cells to determine con-
centrations of hydrogen in air. This method seemed to be
eminently feasible for use in quickly and -easily finding

hydrogen ccncentratlons at various points In fluid streams,
and vas adopted, therefore, for this use. It wfis necessary
to set up and calibrate two thermo conductivity cells before
the actual work of measuring rate of turbulent mixing
could begin.
The testing procedure vas as follows: A turbulent
mixture of ten percent hydrogen in air was introduced
co-axially through a one inch pipe into a three inch
pipe. The three inch pipe contained pure air flowing at
about one-half the velocity of the hydrogen-air mixture
in the one inch pipe. At various distances from the point
of mixture ranging from one-half the diameter of the
small pipe to sixty-one times the diameter of the* small
pipe, hydrogen concentration and velocity traverses were
made
.
The authors believe an investigation of this type
will be valuable in determining mixing lengths, jet
boundaries of mixing regions, and mass transfer profiles
for use in designing combustion chambers for rockets and
gas turbines, or for any other mechani;5m where some
knowledge of the relationship between velocity distribution




Bescrlptlon of Concentration Measuring Apparetua
Based on experimental work done in reference (l) it
V8S initially decided to use the fhermal conductivity
cell as a method of measuring the volumetric concentration
of one gas in a mixture with a secotid gas . A study of
the thermal (?f?nf?9n1iiinBt .fiin factors for various gases showed
that hydrogen had the greatest factor of advantage over
air of any available gas, and since air had to be used
as the reference gas, it was decided to use hydrogen as
the mixing gas
.
At 32*^F. the thermal conductivity factor of hydrogen
is .100 BTU/hr. (sq. ft.) (deg. F. per ft.) while that
of air is .014. At ?12°F, k. for hydrogen is .1?9 while
.0183 for air. This gives a conductance factor of
advantage to hydrogen over air varying from 7.15 ^-t 32*^?.
to 7.05 at 212°F. By choosing a constant temi^rature
of 82.5 F. at which to maintain the medium surrounding
the cells this factor of advantage was maintained constant
at a value of approximately 7.12 during the calibrations
of the cell and the actual testing.
Two Leeds and Northrup thermal conductivity cells
#Std.3284-F were used, one to hold a sample of air at
room temperature (this cell to be hereafter referred to as









the standard cell) and the other to hold' a sample of the
gas mixture which was to be tested (hereafter referred
to as the test cell) . The standard and test cells formed
the two arms of a Vheatstcne' bridge; the other two arms
being (1) a resistance of 1000.9 ohms and (2) a variable
decade box resistance in series with a variable 1 ohm
maximum resistance. (See Figure 1.) A sample of room
air was taken Into the standard cell, and then a sample
of the mixture into the test cell. By balancing the
bridge, through which a current of 250 railliamperes ig
flowing, the apparent resistance of the test cell with
respect to the standard cell can be obtained. Varying
the percentage concentration of hydrogen in the test cell
(the standard cell sample remaining constant) will cause
this resistance ratio to vary, since the greater the
hydrogen concentration in the test cell the greater the
conductance of heat away from the wire in the cell, the
less the temperature of this wire, and the less its
resistance.
To start with, samples of room air were taken into
both cells; and the resistance of the variable arm of the
bridge was measured by balancing the br'ldge. This resistance
value was used as a reference. Next, known volumetric
concentrations of hydrogen in air were put successively in*
the test cell, the priginal sample of room air remaining
in the standard cell. A plot of the resistance reading
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for each sample minus the reference reading vs . percentage
concentration of hydrogen was made. Thla calibration
plot was leter used to measure the hydrogen concentration
across the traverse In the eddy mixing apparatus
.
Figure 2 is a diagramatlc sketch of the entire
concentration measuring apparatus. As is seen, a battery
source was used to provide 250 milliaraps . This current
was maintained constant by varying the paralleled variable
resistors 279? and 1231. By the use of the 750 mi 111a-
meter #4o6C)l the current could be set to within 0.5
milllamps of the desired value. Resistor #375^ vas set
at a measured value of 1000.9 ohms, and resistor ,-7^3757 in
series with a 0.1 ohm step variable resistor ^173 was
'8
used to balance the bridge. A 4x 10 amp/mm. Galvanometer,
paralleled by an Aryton shunt would permit resistance
readings to 0.01 ohm but it was never deemed necessary
to measure resistances closer than to 0.1 ohm since this
resistance would detect a 0.01;;^ hydrogen concentration in
air. Closer work than this was not necessary.
The two thermal conductivity celle were immersed in
a constant temperature water bath which was maintained
within"0.2^C of the datum used (28.0°C). Varying of the
water temperature through 0,2 C did not seem to change
the resistance readings within the 0.1 oYiia allowable. A
heating element was used to maintain the bath temperature,
and a motor driven stirrer kept the water circulating pest

the cells. The motor was stopped just before taking a
rending as It wbs felt that the natural water circulation
would be more uniform around the cells than induced cir-
culation.
The gas sample to be measured was' sucked Into the
test cell and the cell closed during a reading. No flow
In the side tube was permitted during this time. Before
a new sample waa brought Into the test cell the old
sample was evacuated with a vacuum pump which could
maintain less than 1" Hg. Since two suctions were always
taken in an evacuation (suction on the old sample^ cell
filled with new sample, suction on new sample, cell again
refilled with new sample) the effect of the remaining
portion of the old sample in the cell would be negligible.
1/900 part of the old sample is all that could remain.
Since we were operating with concentrations of 10^ and
less of hydrogen in air, the maximum error would be about






Ga libratloQ of T)]ermal Conductl vity Cell' AgDaretiis
The calibrntion of the thermal conductivity cell
epparfltus to plot ^ curve of hydrogen volumetric con-
centration in th'' gas mixture versus vRrlnble reslatince
reading on the arm of the l^Tlieataitone bridge was conducted
8s follows in a constant ternperrture room:
lo Glass tubing and bulbs were set up ss shown
In Figure 3.
2. Eulbs I, II, and III and all connecting tubing
were filled with Hg . by raising the level of the three
mercury containers
.
3. A flexible connection was mode to a hydrogen
bottle througii a differential valve which would lever the
g8s pressure from 230C psl to a few lbs. gage. Hydrogen
was then blown through the connection to blow out sny
trapped air.
4. The flex'blc conrection wes attached to port #1
of valve "A.'' Valves 'A," "B/' and "C" wore set to provide
a clear passage from port ^1 to port #8 and hydrogen w^s
blown through th^s passage to clear out rny air which might
heve remained trapped in the connections .
5. Valve "A" set so th??t hydrogen flowed into port


























the level of Hg. In "D" above that in "I." The Hg . in
''I" was pushed down to e g?ribe mark in the capillary
tubing es shown in the sketch. Stop "G" and valve 'A"
were closed and the hydrogen allowed tc sit in bulb 'I''
until temperature equilitjrium vs-s resched vith th'^ cooling
water in the iocket surrounding th^, bulb.




7. Atmospheric pressure was obtained in bulb "I"'
by opening valve 'A" to etraosphere and allowing hydrogen
to esv-iape until pressure equilibrium reached.
8. Valves '"A" and "B" are set so that passage between
ports #3 and #6 results. By manipulating the heights of
the Kg. in bulbs "D" and "E" the hydrogen sample was pushed
into bulb "II," displacing the Hg.
9. Valve 'B" closed end a sample of room air taken
into bulb 'I" through valve ''A" by lowering level of bulb
'D" until air reached scribe mark. Valve "G'' closed and
the air sample allowed to reach temperature equilibrium
with the jacket water.
10. Aiy sample next puj-hed into bulb "II" by procedure
as in step S.
11. Air and hydrogen samples mixed thoroughly by
passing the mixture from bulb "II" to bulb III" and back
for three cycles. Finally, a 50^ hydrogen-air mixture was
obtained in bulb 'III" ready for sampling.
13

12. Samples of room air were drawn into the stendard
and test thermal conduct ivlty cells end a "zero reading
obtained of the variable resistance arm of the Wiicotatcne
bridge. Tne air sample frcin the test cell was completely
evacuated and a sample of the 50^ concentration pushed
Into the test cell for a reading. Two such samples could
be obtained for each percentage concentration.
13. Half of the above 50"^ san.ple was then pushed
back into bulb ''I" and the rest of the apparatus, filled
with mercury. Step 8 was repeeccd with this sample.
Step 9 i-epeated with s new air sample. Steps 10 and 11
repeated with the resultant 25.^ sample finally available
in bulb "III." Half of this sample was again used for
tests in the cells .
14
.
By similar procedure, test samples were made






Results of Thermal Conductivity Cell Calibration
By using the method of obtaining knovn hydrogen-air
concentration samples as outlined in Chapter IV and by
using these samples in the thermal conductivity test .
cell with an air sample in the standard cell, it vas
possible to obtain resistance readings of the variable
arm of the Wheatstone bridge. The resistance reading
obtained thusly vas subtracted from the "zero reeding"
of the concentration measuring apparatus when air samples
were placed In both cells, and this delta R reading was
plotted against the percentage hydrogen-air concentration.
Four calibration runs were made and plotted, (data and
graphs included as sheet "I" and graph Figures 4,3,6.)
The average error of resistance readings between runs of
the same concentration was 0.?^^ ohms, whifch is dipproximately
0.03^ hydrogen. Since a mixture of 10.0^ hydrogen was
used in the central stream of the mixing apparatus, this
possible error in the calibration would not be tt.o excessive
The sensitivity of the cell in detecting, although not be
able to consistently and accurately measure, a 0.01^
hydrogen concentration gives promise of using this devise
for more accurate work than was considered necessary here.
Several factors were noticed which influenced the




(a) Bath temperature affected ''zero reading." This
was minimized by maintaining the bath constant vithln .2^C.
(b) Varying the inclination of the cells affected
"zero." Cells vere clamped in place.
(c) Varying height of water bath and agitation of
water varied zero. Water bath height maintained constant.
Water stirred mechanically until about a half minute before
reading when the stirrer was stopped and the water allowed
to flow past the cells by natural inertia of flow.
(d) Any portion of en old sample that remained in
the test cell would affect the reading of the new sample.
This was minimized by taking a double suction on the old
sample (eld sample evacuated, new sample drawn in and
evecuated before a reading taken.) This factor may have
been responsible for part of the error as mentioned in
the above discussion.
(e) Impurity of the original hydrogen. This was
stated by the supplier to be less than .01^.
(f) Incorrect measurement of air and hydrogen
samples in 200 cc bulb "I" of Figure 3. This was nullified
by using the scribe mark in the capillary tubing as the
reference for measuring the volume of each of the constituent
gases
.
(g) Impurities of CO2 and Hg in the air. Since
samples of the same air were used in both cells for the
16

''zero reading" this vlll practically nullify any error
vhich might result from normal changes in the Impurities
in the air from day to day. (The hydrogen concentration,




































































































npsnrl ption oT Apparatus and Procedure
The apparatus for conduction of the test
runs of
this thesis is shown in Figure 7- A three
inch brass
pipe, 180 inches in length is so arranged
that a suction
can be taken on it by the Spencer turbine.
It is equipped
vith taps et various stations along its
length where a
micrometer traversing mechanism may, be screwed
into it.
When the traversing mechanism is not inserted
in a tap
hole, a brass plug, machined to fit the inner
contour of
the three inch pipe, is inserted. At the end
of the
three inch pipe nearest the Spencer turbine a
sharp edged
orifice meter is fitted in order to measure total
flow.
At its open end the three inch pipe is fitted
with a forged
bellm.mth in order to allow the air stream to enter
with
the least possible reaistanceo
A one inch pipe is inserted axially end
concentrically
with the three inch pipe at the latter 's belled
end. The
one inch pipe is centered in the three inch by
means of
a bakelite centering piece, leveled by spirit
level to
put both pipes in the same horizontal plane, and
placed
in the same vertical plane by a plumb bob arra^ngement
.
Vertical alignment is checked by a velocity traverse
to
determine that tbo upper and lowe£ velocity profiles
ere




a sharp point so that there will be as little interference,
due to wall thickness, as possible at the juncture of the
two streams. A Chicago air ccmpreasor supplying a bank
of receivers furnishes the air for the one inch pipe.
The mass flow from the receivers to the one inch pipe is
reg^Alated by maintaining a constant predetermined pressure
above a rounded entrance orifice by means of a bleed off
valve on the receiver line. Hydrogen is introduced
through a constant pressure valve on a manifold connecting
six standard hydrogen bottles simultaneously. It is
metered through a thin plate sharp edged orifice and
introduced into the one inch line twenty feet and two
ninety degree angles from the mixing point
.
The traversing mechanism is a No. l8 hypodermic
needle cut to a length of 1 3/l6 inches and mounted at
right angles to a 1/8 inch copper tube. The copper tubing
is mounted in a micrometer which may be screwed into any
of the tap holes. By this means the hypodermic sampling
needle's position can be established within .001 inch
in the three inch tube
.
To make a traversing run, the Chicago sir compressor
was started, the Spencer turbine started, and flow in the
two pipes adjusted until the maximum velocity in the one
inch pipe was 176 ft /sec and the maximum velocity in the
three inch annulus vas 7^ ft/sec . These velocities are


















pipe and 107,000 in the threo inch at the point of mixing.
Hydrogon vQs introduced into the one inch pipe until
8 concentration of about ten percent was obtainod. With
the traversing necnanism inserted in the hole in question
and connected so that the hypodermic needle was pointing
.
directly upstream, a high vacuum was produced in the
therrao conductivity test cell and in the tubing connecting
it to the hypodermic needle. When a sufficiently high
vacuum had been reached, the vslve connecting the hypodermic
needle to the test cell was opened and a sample taken into
the test cell. A sample of room air similar to that supplied
to the bellmouth of the three inch pipe was Introduced
into the standard thermo conductivity cell and a resistance
reading for balance in the Wheat stone bridge was taken.
Usually this procedure was repeated several times at each
point in the traverse to obviate any errors due to residue
gases from the previous sample remaining in the test cell.
After the hydrogen concentration hiad been obtained
in this manner, the velocity head at the point in question
was found by connecting the hypodermic needle to a manometer,
the other side of which was connected to a standard pressure
tap in the base of the micrometer mechanism within the tube.
Traverses were thus made across a diameter of the
three inch pipe taking readings at each 0.1 inch.
Hydrogen content of the one inch gas stream was
maintained constant by taking several samples from the one
?it

inch pipe at various times during the traversing run. At
all times the variation of hydrogen in the one inch stream





Table III shows the numerical results of a represent-
ative traverse. Table II Indicates the distance from
the
mixing point to the various traverses. All other
result^
are presented In the form of curves shown in Figures
8
to 24.
Figures 8 and 9 are indications of hydrogen con-
centrations in percent versus diameter at traverses in
holes A through L. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show velocity
profiles of point velocities versus diameters for the same
traverses as above. Figures 13 through 21 are plots of
velocity and concentration profiles on a dimensionless
basis where the ratio Sif- Is the ratio of coDcentration
at the point in question to the maximum concentration
at
that traverse and t^^ Is the velocity at any point
minus the base velocity for the three inch pipe divided
by the maximum velocity for the traverse in question
minus the base velocity. These velocities are shown in
the accompanying sketch 7b. Wherever base velocity was
indeterminable, it was assumed to be 7^ ft/sec.
Figure 22 is a series of contour curves of constant
hydrogen concentration obtained by drawing cross curves
from Figures 8 and 9 • For example, all points between the
26

5 and 6 percent curves vill have a hydrogen content of
less then 6 percent, but greater than 5 percent.
Figure ^3 la a plot of hydrogen concentrations versus
distance from mixing point for constant radii. Ey extra-
polating these curves, it ^as possible to obtein data for
Figure 24, which outlines the boundaries of the jet where
the hydrogen is a inaxi.iiura and the hydrogen is zero . That
is
, yr ^^^ Ci Vs. X . The resulting curves ere ocrapared
to the theoretical values obtained' from the analysis of
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The hydrogen concentration profiles. Figure^ 8 and
9, indicate that under the conditions specified for
these tests in Chapter Vis
1) A definite concentration peak exists for each
traverse, rather then s flat profile across the center of
the traverse.
2) For traverses near the mixing point, the sides
of the profiles are almost perfectly straight lines
o
3) At distances greater then ten diameters of
the small jet from the mixing point, definite shoulders
exist in the profiles in the. outer mixing region. This
may be explained by wall interference with the mixing
process. There seems to be a definite qualitative correlation
between these shoulders on the concentration profiles, and ^
those on the velocity profiles.
h) At a distance of approximately 60 diameters
of the initial jet, the mixing has reached a quasi-steedy
state for which the concentration profiles at all sections
are similar. That la, mixing is relatively complete.
5) At intermediate distances from the mixing
point, i.e., holes H, J and K th3 concentration profile
was so distorted by local turbulence that true sy^nraetry about
^5
i
the axis was lost.
The velocity profiles. Figures 10, 11, and 12, indicate
that
:
1) A definite base velocity exists in the
annulus outside the core o.f mixture ejected from the small
pipe. This velocity was assumed to be 7^ ft /sec.
2) At -distances up to 6 diameters from the
mixing point, the velocity profiles, like the concentration
profiles, have almost perfectly straight sides.
3) At points greater than 6 diameters, shoulders
similar to those on the concentration profiles appear
on the velocity profiles.
h) By the time hole J is reached, at 39 diameters,
the variation of the maximum velocity to the mean velocity
is roughly 'J .5%'
When the hydrogen concentrations end velocities, are
plotted on a dimensionless basis as in Figures 13 to 21,
Indications are tnst;
1) The two profiles ere qualitatively similar . ,
within the mixing region where wall effect is not evidenced.
Quantitatively, the velocity profiles always lie somewhet
inside the concentration profiles. This may be explained
by the fact that when the mixture leaves the small pipe,
there is already a well developed velocity profile present, .
whereas the concentration profile is perfectly flat That
is, in the boundary regions very near the walls of the one
hS

inch pipe the velocity is much less than the mfixiraum
velocity, "but the hydrogen content is equal to the maximum
due to the fact that there are two 90 degree bends and
20 feet of pipe between the entrance of the hydrogen and
the exit of the mixture. , It is believed that this definitely
insured perfect mixing in the smell pipe.
2) At distances greater than 21 diameters, there
is little similarity between the dimenslonless profiles.
This is probably due to: (e) The interference of the walla,
(b) The assumption of 7^ ft/sec as a base velocity for
comparison purposes when no definite velocity plateau
existed which assumption may not be valid, (c) The fact
that the velocity ratio is so sensitive to slight errors
in experimental data since it is proportional to two values
relatively near each other.
3) From the above plots, it is believed indicated
that for traverses near the point of mixing, and if wall
effect is not present, the velocity profiles and concentrat-
ion profiles are similar,
A cross plot of hydrogen concentration curves. Figure 22,
indicates that:
1) The surfaces of constant hydrogen concentration
are fair.
2) The inner core boundary, if it were to follow
the same contours as for points of lesser concentration,
e.g., 8 percent, as it would logically be expected to do.
n
i
is £ curved surface of smftll radius of curvature as shown
1n Figure 2^, rather thPii one of large radius of curvature
as deduced in the theoretical discussion of Squire and
Trouncer (3)
.
3) Since I percent curves approach a straight
line, it is reasonable to suppose that the outer boundary
of the mixing region, that is, the perc-nt hydrogen
curve. Is a straight line, as shown by Figure ?4 . This
agrees closely with the derived results of Squire and
Trouncer.
^'0 At l6 diameters of the small pipe, the
concentration has been reduced to one-half the original
concentration along the axis.
5) At all points past kS dlaraetera, mixing is
completed within 3 percent.
Figure 23, a plot of hydrogen concentrations versus
mixing distance for constant radii. Indicates that:
1) Within the primary core, the mixing rate is
a constant up to 20 diameters, ffter which the rate decreases
for a space of approximately 3 diameters, to a new, and
almost constant rate over the remainder of the mixing range.
2) Mixing along both outer and inner boundaries
is extremely rapid until approximately 22 diameters of the
inner pipe, from which point it becomes comparatively slow,
and slraost constant for all radii. This is born out In
Figure 2? by the close spacing of the contour lines until
hS

24 diameters, after which they are widely spaced.
Figure 2h , s dlmensionleas plot of the jet boundaries,
' was obtained by extrapolating the curves of Figure 23
to zero and ten percent hydrogen. The theoretical ..results
of Squire and Trouncer (3) were obtained by a graphical
interpolation of Figure 3, reference 3, for A equals
0.415, end plotted on the same coordinates, thus obtaining
the only check possible for the experimental results of
this thesis.- These curves show that:
1) The theoretical and experimental slopes of
the outer boundary check within less than 2 percent. The
experimental value of the average slope of the outer
boundary of the cone of spread is 4° 44 ' . The theoretical
value of Squire and Trouncer is 4° 49'.
2) The outer boundary as determined experimentally
is displaced from the theoretical one in an axial direction.
This is undoubtedly due to the effect of the finite thick-
ness of the walls of the small pipe at the point of mixing.
These walls are tapered inward on the outer surface of the
pipe, thus giving an inward radial momentum to the outer
stream just before the point of mixing is reached. This
momentum must be overcome before the inner jet can actually
begin to expand radially in the manner expected. The
axial displacement may also be partially explained by the
velocity profiles developed in both the inner and outer
*
Y
streams just before they reach the mixing point, whereas in'
49
ii
the theoretical analysis, a straight velocity profile
is assumed.
3) As mentioned above, the inner boundary of
the jet deduced by Squire and Trouncer does not agree
with experimental results-. This may be due to the fact
that the experimental boundary was obtained by extrapolation,
and only a fev points could be obtained. However, since
other results plotted in Figure 22 and mentioned above
would also Indicate a boundary similar to that shown as
experimental results in Figure 24, it is consMered likely









The principal conclusions of this thesis ere that:
1) Mixing has reached a qussi-ateedy state
by the time the stream has traveled 6l diameters of the
small pipe from the point of mixing.
2) For sections near the point of mixing, and
if wall effect is not present, velocity profiles and
concentration profiles are similar if plotted on a
dimensionless basis.
3) The outer boundary of the mixing region Is
a straight line of slope 4°--^4 ' for the velocity ratio
>- 0.415.
4) The inner boundary is the surface of
revolution of a curve of comparatively small radius of
curvature
.
5) Mixing along both outer and inner boundaries
is extremely rapid until about 22 diameters from the mix-
ing point, where it becomes comparatively slow, and almost
constant for all radii.
6) The thermo-ccnductivlty cell^ is an extremelj







It is recommended that:
1) This experiment be repeated for various
velocity retloa.
2) A comparison between experimental and
theoretical work be made with these various ratios.
3) The effect of turbulence promoters placed





Total flov of the mixture past each troverso was
checked by a comparison of the flow in cm orifice in
the
3 inch pipe (see Figure 7) with a point by point
mass fl^w^
integration at the traverse in question.
The flow integration for three representative t-raversoa,
holc-3 "A ; 'C, and "F" ai-e shown in Figure "a' , and a
sample calculstion for flov through the orifice is shown
in the Sample Calcul5»tion Sheet which follows.
The flov as calculated by the flew integration across
the traverses, equation (^) , is*.
Hole "A" 0.?95 lbs./ sec.
Hole' "E" •O.P98 lbs./ sec.
Hole "C" 0.^99 lbs./ sec.
The flow as calculated by orifice meter, equation (1) .
3 :
V = 0.302 lbs ./ sec.
The maximum variation between orifice and integration
is less than 2.5^, and the raf.ximum variation between
mass
flow mtegratjon across comparable traverses is 1.5%.
^he hydrogen .msss flow pest each traverse was checked
by a comparison of the point hydrogen mass flow integration,
equation (5), with the hydrogen flow issuing from the
1"
pipe 8s measured by the mas?, ratio of hydrogen to air In
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the' 1" pipe and the mass i'Xov of air thrcugl^ the orifice
"in thb ^ pipt- (equsciuns ? and 3).
The flow as calculated by the Iritegratlon across
the traverses, equation (5) > is:
Hole A .328 X lo'^ lbs./ sec.
Hole E .337 x lo' lbs./ sec.
Hole C .360 X 10'^ Iba./ sec.
y\s calculated by equations 2 and 3 the flo./ is:
jftiM^S X lO"' lbs./ sec.
The maxiiQum variation between orifice measurements
and integrations is 2^^, and the nAximura v?:rl8tion between
hydrogen flow integrations across ccrapareble traverses
is 9.5,^.
This large variation in flow rates could be due to
the following causes:
a.) When the orifice was broken down 't vrs found
that large amounts of sediiuent had collected in the throf
thereby effectively reducing the area.
b.) -The assumption that the hydrogen density across
the one inch pipe tt the exit was unifcrm may not be valid
The fact that the hydrogen flow across traverses at
holes "A" and B' checked closely with each ether as it
did for other holes on which data was checked, ind:icates
.
that the h:,'drogen mcasurlng_ device used was consistent and




A-^ area of orifice in 1" pipe (in. 2)
A, area of orifice in 3" pipe (in.'^)
K constant (neference 4)
P^ pressure before orifice in 1' pipe (lbs./ in.'^)
AF pro:>3ai'6 differential across orifice in 3' pipe (lbs./ in.")
J^ density of fluid mixture at orifice in 3' pipe (ibs./ft^)
/^ density of flu id "mixture at any point In traverse
^M (lbs./ ft. 3)
R radius to any point In 3" pipe (inches)
T absolute temperature of air et orifice in 1" pipe
(OF aba)
V>. velocity of fluid mixture at any point in traverse
^ (ft ./sec.)
V total air flov through orifice in 1" pipe (lbs./ sec.)
W total mass flow at orifice in 3" pipe (lbs./ see.)
W|| total hydrogen flow at 9 traverse (lbs./ sec.)
V^ total hydrogen flow at outlet of 1" pipe (lbs./ sec.)
Wm total mass flow at traverse (lbs./ sec.)
X mass ratio of hydrogen to air at any point in traverse
Xq mass ratio of hydrogen to air at outlet qT V' pipe
Y constant (reference 4)
W^ = 0.668 A3 KYl/ AFyO (Reference 4) (l)
W^ = 0.53 A-j Pt (Fleigner's Equation). (2)
^o = X^ ^1 (3)
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Wm = w TRT \i\k
Jo
H' 144.L
/m \ ^ (^ ^






Hole "A'^ Total Flow
W3 = .668 X '3.57 X .7 X .99 ]fM x .0706 = 0.302 Iba/^c.
^ ^
^^^ j^M ^M d (p2)5.o.295 lb. /sec. (Figure
"a")
W
3 , 1.023 (2.3 ^ discrepancy)
^T
Hole "A' Hydrogen Flov
W, = 0.53 X .0285 X 90.? = .0566 lbs./ sec
"580
W = .00723 X .0566= .000408 lbs./ sec.
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Data Sheets an'l S^-mpl.-^ Ca lcuTat.1 ona
DATA SHEET I
CALIBRATION RUNS


















































































































































Hole C, Traverse Reading 1.5 Inches.
To rind velocity V;
I,:. . = {2)x{fo n^) -f- (29)x(r'>air)













Zero = 101.6.2; Ba r.= 30.07'; T- 9^;Av in 3' 's 1.11ft.
P ( static) 1 n 3":= .21'.
V - Vo
Traverse R > Ho • Pitot V c/c"! V] - Vp
?.8 1016.2 1.15 73.0
2.6 1016.2 1.18 74.1
2.4 1016.2 1.2 74.6
2.2 1016.2 1.2 74.6
2.1 1016.35 1.2 7^.6
2.0 1016. 2S 1.22 74.6
1.95 1018.55 .3 75.4 .0303 .0078 '
1.9 1042.5 3.8 2,15r 102.0 .384 .267
1.8 1076.8 9.44 4.8 156.5 .955 .80
1.7 • 1078.8 9.7 5.5 167.5 .980 .906
1.6 1078.8 9.7 5.9 173.5 ^ .980 .965
1.5 1079.1 9.86 6.15 177.0 .998 1.0




9.65 6.0 174.5 .975 .974










Z ero- 1016.9; Ear^. -29.86 ; T : 91; p in 3"= i.ll' •9
P (s tatic) i n 3"' .21'.
V
- vs
Traverse F ^ Hp Pitot V g/ct Vt - Vp
?.9 1016.95 1.05 70.2
2.8 1017.2 .04 1.15 73.5 .004
2.7 1017.0 .015 1.15 73.5
2.6 1016.8 1.15 73.5
2.5 1016.9 1.15 73.5
2.4 1016.8 1.15 73.5
2.3 1017.0 .015 1.15 73.5
2,2 1021.0 .53 1.15 73.5 .053
2.1 1029.7 1.8 1.15 74.0 .179 .0049
2.0 1051.75 5.23 1.35 81.4 .523 .0776
1.9 1066,25 7.56 2.35 10B.5 .755 .344
1.8 1076.65 9.3 3.90 14 1 .
5
.929 .662
1.7 1079.1 9.75 5.?5 164,0 . .974 .884
1.6 1080.45 10.00 5.95 17''>.0 .996 .983
.1.5 1080.65 10.03 6.1 176.0 1. 1.
tl.^5 1080,4 10.02 .999
1.4 1079.6 9.88 6.1 176,0 .986 1.
1.3 1079.5 9.85 6.0 175.5 .935 .995
1.2 1076.2s 9.26 5.7 171.0 .925 .95
1.1 1065.5 7.48 4.5 1^0.0 .7^6 .745
1.0 1051.7 5.25 3.0 121.0 • .524 .46





Zero s 1017.35; Bei- . « 29.86•; Ts83; A P In 3'- 1.11 •3
P (» tatic) in 3''* .21 •
t V - Vo
Traverse R ^Hp PI tot V c/ci Vn - Vp
2.9 1018.15 .115 1.15 72.8
2.8 1017.35 1.15 7?-. 8 '
2.7 1017.35 1.15 72,8 , .
2.6 1017.35 1.15 72.S
2.5 1017.35 1.15 72.8
2.4 1017.35 1.15 72.8
2.3 10?1.4 1.2 74.4 .0558 .0167
2.2 1025.2 1.075 1.25 76.6 .1155 .0334
2.1 1033.2 2.225 1.6 87.0 .238 .148
2.0 10^5.0 4.025 2.1 100. .431 . 28'J
1.9 1056.65 5.95 2.7 115. .637 .441
1.8 1061.85 6.8 3.65 134. .728 .639
1.7 1067.7 7.73 4.7 152.5 .829 .831
1.6 1074.85 8.78 5.25 162. .9^2 •>'31
1.5 1077.15 9.33 5.55 167. 1 .984
tl.45 1077.3 9.35 5.6 167.5 1.
'^l.^ 1077.2 9.34 5.47 165.8 1. .97
1.3 1U7V.6 8.74 5.2 161.5 .936 .926
1.2 1067.5 7.7 4.7 155.5 .825 .832
1.1 106?.
9
6.9 3.6 133.5 .739 .633
1.0 1054.0 5.5 2.7 115. .59 .••41
.9 IOH5.15 4.05 2.1 100. .434 .*84
.8 1035.3 2.5? 1.6 87. .269 . .r48
.7 1024 .2 .92 1.25 76. .0985 .033
.6 1017.6 .025 .1. - 74.4 .016
.5 1017.4 1.15 72.8 .016
A 1017.4 1.15 72.8 .016
.3 1017.4 1.15 72.8 ^016
.2 1017.4 1.15 72.8 .016
.1 1017.4 1.15 72.
8
.016










?.ero = 10]..6.6; Far .= 29.86 ; T -- 6:^ Ap in 3 •'.1.11^1








2.8 1016.9 .035 1.15 73.4 .0044
2.7 1017.3 .09 1.15 73.4 .0112
2.6 1010.35 .23 1.17 73.9 .0283 .0061
^.5 1.21
2.'+ 1024.3 1.075 1.52 84.5 .133 .137
2.3 1027.-'4 1.4S .134
2.2 1036.9 2.87 1.8 93.0 .336 .242
2.1 1043.^ 3. 86 1.8 ^3-^ .^81 .^43
2.0 1047.45 4.55 2.85 113.0 .566 .55
1.9 1053.55 5.54 2.95 120.0 .688 .574
.661.8 1056.7 6.05 3.25 127.0 .752
1.7 1062.3 .6.95 3.75 136.5 .863 .778
1.6 1065.2 7.6 4.52 151.0 .9^4 .936
1.5 1069.2 8.08 4.75 154.4 1. 1.
1.^ 1066.2 7.6 4.6 152.0 .9^4 • .97






Zero = 101.6.4; Er. r
.
= 30.07; T = S3; iA p in 3" « 1.11 1
P (3 tatlc) .1.n 3"» .22;
. V - V2
Vi - VpTraverse R ^PIp Pitot V c/'^l
?.9 1016.4 .75 60.5
2.7 1016.6 .05 .95 65.5 .0073
2.5 1016.6 .05 .95 65.5 .0073 .0241
2.5 1022.7 ' .88 1.0 67.7 .126 .0677
2. if 1024 .0 1.11 1.1 70.7 .162 .l'l4
2.3 1028.0 1.55 1.25 76.0 .241 .204
" 2.
2
1030.1 1.95 1.40 80.2 .237 .449
2.1 1042.5 3.?3 2.05 97.1 .353 .^9
2.0 1044.3 4.13 •^.12 100. .611 .584
1.9 1048.0 if .73 2.70 113.5 .592 .778
1.3 10=^4.8 5. S3 3.0 120.0 .^'52 .85
1.7 1056.3 6.06 3.25 125. .685 .965




1.5 1061.2 3.80 135.5 1. .965
1.4 1059.75 6.55 - 3.65 133. .956 .89
1.3 1056.9 5.18 3.35 127.8 .904 .79
1.2 10p4.3
1049.1
5.88 3.05 121. .859 .695
1.1 4.88 2.75 114.4 .710 .504
1.0 1044.0 4.05 ?.15 ioi.o .592 .445
n
• 1039. 3:25 2.0 97.0 .n3 .246
.3, 10 50.4 2.0 ' 1.5 83 .
1
.289 .0935
.6\ 1023.6 1.02 1.15 72.5 .149 .036










Zero 5 1016.7; Bar. = 30.12;
p (static) In



















































































































































































Zero trio 17. 355 Ba r. - 29.9 2; T •-91; AP in 3'* 1. 11';




' V C/C] Vi - V2
?.9 1018.0 .085 .85 63.0 .0244
2.8 1019.2 .25 1.25 76.1 .069 .055
2.7 1029.7 1.72 1.50 83.8 .495 .254
2.6 1031.0 1.91 1.60 87.5 •5? .35
2.5 • 1028.4 1.53 1.80 91.8 .44 .46
2A 1032.2 2.12 2.20 102.0 .61 .73
2.3 1034.5 2.42 2.25 103. .7 .755
2.2 1034.4 2.42 2.25 103. .7 .755
,
2.1 1039.4 3.13 2.25 103. .93 .755
2.0 1034.6 2.42 2.30 104.2 .7 .79
1.9 1039.^ 3.13 2.50 109.0 .93 .91
1.8 1041.4 3.45 2.60 111.5 .995 .975
1.7 1039.2 3.1 2.25 103.4 .89 .765
1.6 1039.5 3.15 2.75 115.0 .91
1.5 1041.6 3.48 2.65 112.5 1. 1.
\J} 1039.8 3.2 2.65 112.5 .92 1.
1.3 1039.8 3.2 2.45 108.0 .92 .885
1.2 1033.6 3.18 2.45 108.0 .91 .885
1.1 1035.0 2.5? 2.23 103, .75 .755
1.0 1034. 2.35 2.13 101.2 .675 .72
.9 1035.7 2.58 2.15 101.2 .74 .72
.8 1034.2 2.38 2.0 97.2 .68 .6
.7 1032.4 2.10 1.75 90.6 .60 .43
.6 1030.4 I.S2 1.6 87.5 .52 .35
.5 1024.4 .95 1.75 90.6 .27 .6
.^ 1024.3 .94 1.4 Si.o .27 .18
.3 1024.6 .98 1.4 81.0 -.28 .18
.2 1020.2 .37 1.2 74.5 .11 .013




DATA SHEET X •'.
HOLI: H
Zero s 1018; Bar. -30.03; T = 86
; Ap In 3' 2 1.11';
p (static) in 3"-- .21 •
V - Vp
Traverse R, % H2 Pitot V c/c-j Vi . V2
2.9 1022.8 .625 .75 58.8 .214
2.8 1021.9 .50 1.05 69.5 .173
2.7 1027.6 1.33 1.2 75.0 .465 .033
2.6 1026. 1.1 1.2 75.0 .38 .033
2.5 1028.4 1.45 1.26 76.8 .51 .093
2.4 1027.5 1.32 1.26 76.8 .46 .093
2.3 1031.3 1.86 1.3 78.4 .65 .147
2.2 1031.6 1.91 l-5g 84.3 .67 .39^
2.1 1033. 2.1 1.68 88.8 .73 .495
2.0 1034. 2.25 1.70 89.6 .785 .52
1.9 1035.5 2.46 1.7 89.6 .86 .52
1.8 1035.7 2.5 1.75 91.0 .874 .57
1.7 1035.7 ' 2.5 1.90 94.6 .874 ..69
1.6 1036.7 2.65 2.20 102.0 .925 .935
1.5 1038.2 2.86 2.3 104.0 1. 1.
1.4 1037.9 2.82 2.22 102.8 .985 .96
1.3 1037.2 2.73 2.10 99.6 .955 .354
1.2 1037.3 2.75 2.13 101.0 .960 .9
1.1 1036.6 2.63 2.05 98.5 .92 .82
1.0 1034.3 2.37 1.90 94.6 .83 .69
.9 1035.2 2.42 1.80 92.0 .85 .6
„8 1032.6 2.05 1.70 8Q.5 .72 .52
.7 1033.7 2.2 1.6 87.0 .77 .433
.6 1033.6 2.2 1.55 85.7 .77 .39
.5 1030.1 1.7 •1.25 76.7 .595 .09
.4 1031.4 1.88 1.25 76.7 .66 .09
.3 1027.6 1.33 1.10 71.6 .465









Zero s 10185 Bar. r 30.08: T S.86; /ip In 3' =r 1.11;
p (static) in 3"= .21'.
V - Vo
Traverse R % Hp Pitot V c/c^ Vi - Vp
2.9 1029.6 1.67 1.0 71.8 .72 .0396
2.8 1027.5 1.31 1.2 75.5 .57 .0396
2.7 1028.3 1.43 1.45 82.5 .62 .336
2.6 1028.2 1.40 2.0 96.8 ,61 .506
2.5 1030.4 1.75 1.8 92.2 .75 .72
2.4 1031.8 1.93 1.95 93.8 .83 ,86
2.3 1033.0 2,10 1.8 92.5 .91 .73
2.2 1031.0 1.83 1.9 9^.5 /79 .81
2.1 1032.0 1.96 2 . 10 99.4 .'85 1.0
2.0 1030.8 1.8 1.9 94.5 .78 .81
1.9 1030.9 1.81 1.9 9^1.5 .78 .81
1.8 1033.2 2.13 2.05 98.3 .92 .96
.^•"^ 1031.8 1.94 2.10 99.3 M 1.
tl.6 1034.4 2.31 2.i0 99.3 1,0 1.
1.5 I033.6 2.19 2.10 99.3 .9^5 1.
1.4 1032.9 2.07 2.10 99.3 .894 1.
1.3 1033.1 2.12 2.10 99.3 .915 1.
1.2 1033.5 2.17 2.10 9Q.3 .9 1.
1.1 1030.4 1.74 1.80 92.2 .75 .715
1.0 1032.0 1.96 1.9 94.6 .845 .8r
.9 1033.0 2.10 1.9 94.6 .90 .8?
.8 1031.6 1.91 1.85 93.5 .82 .77
.7 1030.2 1.71 1.75 91.0 .735 .67
.0 1029.9 1.66 1.65 88.0 .71 .555
.5 1028.8 1.5^ 1.6 86.8 .65 .51
.4 1027.7 1.35 1.42 81.6 .58 .30
.3 1027.3 1.28 1.6 86.8 .55 .555
.2 1031.0 1.83 1.2 75.2 .785 .444




DATA SHEET XT I
HOLE K
Zero s 10 17.9; Bar . =
(xtat
:
30 ,03; Tr 37; p ia 3" - 1.11;
m 3"- .20'.
Traverse R ^ Hp Pi tot V
2.9 1029.8 1.68 1.10 72.0
2.8 1030.7 1.80 1.17 74.0
2.7 1029.9 1.69 i.45 82.5
2.6 1030.8 1.81 1.33 85.5
2.5 1031.4 1.88 1.35 85.5
2.4 1030.'! 1.75 1.55 8 5 .
5
2.3 1031.2 1.36 1.52 85.0
2.2 1031.7 1.94 1.70 89
.
2.1 1032.2 2.0 1.60 86.8
2.0 1030.5 1.77 1.65 38.0
1.9 1029.0 1.56 1.65 38.0
1.8 1029.9 1.70 1.60 86.8
X ^'-^ 1031.1 1.86 1.8 92.0
t 1.6 1031.7 1.95 1.8 92.0
1.5 1031.2 1.88 1.8 92.0
l.''i 1029.7 1.68 1.8 92.
c
1.3 1030.2 1.74 1.7 89.5
1.2 1031.3 1.88 1.8 92.0
1.1
'
1030.7 1.81 1.75 90.7
1.0 1030.7 1.81 1.72 90.0
.9 1030.9 1.83 1.63 86.0
.8 1029.2 1.60 1.55 85.5
.7 1030 oO 1.73 1.S5 Or, n
.o 1030.2 1.75 1.4 81.
• 5 1028.7 1.53 1.^ Sl.O
.-'. 1028.0 \M 1.35 . 79 .
.3 1027.8 l.''^0 ^ .30 • 78.0
.2 1028.6 1.5? 1.20 75.0











Zero » lOlT.'^ J Bar . ' JO . 12; T
- So; Ap In 3' = i.ll' It
P (3 tatic) In 3's- .22'.
Traverae R % m PI tot V c/?i
7 _ Vp
2.9 102p.O l.i<3 1.07 71.0 .35
2.8 1028.6 1.56 1.2 75.0 .9
^'J 1028.6 1.56 1.^ 81.2 .9 .3762.6 1029.5 1.70 1.6 86.
S
.97 .665
2.5 1029.1 1.6:^' 1.7 89.3 .93 .30
2.4 1029.0 1.61 1.7 89 .
3
.925 .80
2.3 1029.1 1.6P 1.7 89.3 .93 .80
?.2 1029.2 1.67 1.7 39.3 .96 .80
2.1 1029.3 1.72 1.7 39.3 .99 .30
2.0 .1030.0 1.78 1.78 91.0 .33
1.9 1029.3 1.70 1.8 92.0 .97 .94
1.8 1029.3 1.70 1.75 90.3 .97 .35
1.7 1029.6 1.74 1.3o 92.0 1. .9^+
1.6 1029.6 1.7^ 1.3o 92.0 1. .94
1.5 1029.3 1.70 1.85 93.2 1. 1.
l.h 1029.6 1.7'+ 1.73 90.0 1. .83
1.3 10'^9.2 1.68 1.30 92.0 .965 .935
1.2 1029.3 1.72 1.78 91.0 .99 .88
1.1 1023.7 l.ol 1.7 89.3 .925 .3
1.0 1028.8 1.63 1.7 89.3 .94'
•?-.
.9 1028.7 1.6l 1.6 86.8 .925 .065
.8 1029.0 1.67 1.5 34.0 .96 .52
.7 10 23.6 1.61 1.4 81.3 .925 .33
.6 1023.6 1.61 1.4 81.3 .925 .33
.5 1027.7 1.50
. 1.35 79.5 .86 .285
.4 1029.2 1.72 1.30 73.0 .99 .21
.3 1027.5 1.48 1.05 70.2 .85
.2 1027.0 1.40 .95 66.6 .30
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